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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE FRANKLIN HA YDN WILLIAMS
CHAIRMAN OF THE AMERICAN DELEGA TION A T THE OPENING PLENA R Y

SESSION OF THE MARIANAS- U.S. STATUS TALKS MAY 15, 1973

Senator Pangelinan, members of. the Marianas Political Status Commission, honored guests, ladies and
gentlemen: As the representative of the Executive Branch of the United States Government and speaking
on behalf of all the U.S. delegation, I would like to say how happy we are to be here to join with you
again in the common task of fashioning a new political status for the northern Mariana Islands. Since our
last meeting in December 1972, we have been busy, as you have, preparing for the days of discussion and
decision that lie ahead of us.

In this process we have sought the assistance and the advice of concerned executive Departments and

Agencies in Washington, key members of the congress of the United States, and the White House. In

every quarter and at ,.=very level the American Government appreciates the aspirations of the people of

the Marianas and welcomes the prospect of their membership in the American political family. I thus

bring you warm greetings from both the Executive and Legislative branches of the United States
Government.

As we move from ceremony and the preliminaries to the substance and the practical realities of

framing an agreemenl, I think it would be useful at the beginning to keep in mind the larger perspectives

of Pacific and world affairs. It should be remembered that the U.S. has certain legal responsibilities for

the maintenance of peace and security in the Pacific Ocean area and clear legal rights and powers to

enable it to carry out these responsibilities.

At the same time, the U.S. has assumed certain obligations to the people of the Trust Territory - to
/

promote their social, political and economic well-being and to provide them with an opportunity to

choose their own political future. These are clearly set forth in the Trusteeship Agreement and the
Charter of the United Nations.

I would like to assure you that the U.S. intends to live up to its responsibilities as well as its

obligations.

With respect to the latter the U.S. has encouraged political unity in the TTPI and sought to promote a

common future political status for all of Micronesia. This was the policy consistently followed by. the

U.S. until last April when the decision was finally made to respond positively to the repeated requests of

the Marianas District for separate status talks. It was not easy to make this exception. It was based on

the long post World War II history of the desire of the people of the Marianas for political union - a

desire that had been expressed over a period of twenty years to the United States, the United Nations

and more recently to the Congress of Micronesia. It was based on the conviction that in view of this long

history, refusal of the Marianas' request and forcing them into a future relationship against their will

would constitute a denial of their own right of self-determination.

These efforts culminated in the opening session of the Marianas Political Status negotiations which

took place on Saipan last December. The December session was characterized by warm expressions on

both sides of the table and a determination to move forward expeditiously toward your goal of political
union with the United States.

Our task now is to translate these expressed sentiments, the language of past resolutions and

petitions, and the re.,;ults of referenda into the precise language of agreement defining your future legal

status within the American governmental system.

• Initially your stated preference ran toward political union with the Territory of Guam. Later your

representatives supported the concept of Commonwealth and the offer put forward by the U.S. to all of
Micronesia in MaY 1970. After a study of possible status alternatives you have informed us that

Commonwealth is now your preferred position. We want your choice to be representative of the wishes

of your-people. We are confident that your desire for political union can be realized under a

Commonwealth arrangement within the guidelines laid down in the American Constitution.

We pledge ourselves to work with you toward this end. we look on the task as a common one - asa

joint effort_ We do not view these talks as adversary proceedings.

We hope that we will be able to move forward steadily toward an agreement. Over the period of time

immediately ahead we hope that we will be able to reach preliminary understandings and possibly even

tentative language to be included in a draft agreement.
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Now we have started, we will want to "keep working toward our common objective steadily and

purposefully until we have completed a draft agreement which can then be submitted to the people of
the Marianas for their approval. At the same time we do not wish to rush you. We feel that it is most

important that you and your constituents be given ample time and opportunity for careful and

thoughtful consideration of all aspects of the status question.

Here again we share a common responsibility to keep the people informed and to be responsive to

their wishes. In the end it will be they who will judge our efforts as they exercise their right of
self-determination.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR EDWARD DLG. PANGELINAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE MARIANAS

) POL I TICA L STATUS COMMISSION A T THE OPENING PL ENA R Y SESSION

• On behalf of the Marianas Political Status Commission, it is my pleasure to welcome you here to

continue the deliberations which we began last December looking toward a close political relationship
• between the people of the Marianas and the United States.

: As you know, each member of this Commission approaches this solemn assignment with a full sense

of personal responsibility. Each of us may have a different background or different constituents, but the

. members of this Commission are united in their determination to do what is best for the people of the

) Marianas. We cannot escape'or delegate--this responsibility. Nor do we want to. The development of a
, new political status for the people of the Marianas-in a secure and close political relationship with the

i United States-is a challenge worthy of any man's abilities and best efforts. The Commission accepts this
( challenge with enthusiasm.

) I can assure you that the members of this Commission have prepared diligently for this session of
( negotiations. We have already delivered two detailed position papers to you on the subjects of political

I status and economics. The Commission looks forward to your careful consideration of these papers and
the opportunity to explore them further with you in our working sessions. The Commission is

continuing its deliberations on other important matters and other position papers may be prepared. We
have assumed that this method of preparation would assist in making these negotiations concrete and

mutually productive. I am confident that our initial working sessions will confirm our expectations in
this regard. .

The members of this Commission are well aware of the complexities involved in these negotiations.
We recognize that there are areas where agreement will come easily and others where the differences will
seem at first glance to be insurmountable. I can assure you that this Commission is prepared to discuss

1 all issues with an open mind and to negotiate in good faith. We are not looking for deceptively simple
solutions to difficult problems. Neither our constituents nor our descendants would tolerate such action

by this Commission. Our report must go to the District Legislature and then to the people of the

Marianas. Every member of this Commission wants to be able to defend the product of our negotiations

with confidence and pride. Our work together in these negotiations can produce an agreement which will
bring honor to your government and enhble the people of the Marianas to achieve in full measure the

democratic ideals long symbolized by the United States of America.

JOINT PRESS RELEASE BY SENATOR EDWARD DLG. PANGELINAN AND AMBASSADOR

FRANKLIN HA YDN WILLIAMS, CHAIRMEN RESPECTIVELY OF THE MARIANAS POLITICAL
" STATUS COMMISSION AND THE AMERICAN DELEGATION TO THE MARIANAS STATUS

) TALKS.
l

May 17, 1973
)
1
= A series of informal discussions between our two delegations in Saipan last week initiated the current

I
.1 phase in our continuing joint endeavor, begun here last December, to create lasting ties between the

} Mariana Islands and the United States. Those informal exchanges provided an opportunity for

, _, preliminary consideration of most of the major topics bearing on the Marianas' future status, including
i 1 such matters as the nature of the political relationship, finance, self-government, public _and, land
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alienation, and U.S. military land requirements. Both sides found the sessionsuseful as they prepared for

the resumption of the formal talks this week.

The formal discussions were renewed in a plenary session May 15. Each side pledged to work

earnestly to design a Marianas-U.S. relationship which will reflect the desire of the peoples of the
Marianas for close association and will be beneficial to both the Marianas and the United States. In

lengthy working sessions yesterday morning and afternoon and again today, the delegations have taken

up that task. In a constructive atmosphere characterized by free, frank, and searching exchanges, we

have discussed the nature of our future political ties. We have already identified substantial areas ofE
,i

agreement and are now examining some of the more complex legal and constitutional aspects of the

political relationship.

Both delegations plan to give equally intensive consideration to such other major topics as finance,

arrangements for the protection of local interests in land, U.S. land requirements, and enactment and

implementation of the. new status agreement.

The delegations have preliminarilydiscussed land and U.S. military requirements in the Marianas but

have not yet exchanged position papers or any kind of documentation on the subject. The nature and

extent of these requirements is a subject for negotiation which we expect to review in great detail.

Ambassador Williams made it clear as early as October of 1971, at Hana, Maul, Hawaii, that to the

extent feasible the U.S. wishes to concentrate on Tinian Island any military facilities it might establish in

the Marianas. Ambassador Williams restated that position here in Saipan last December. These

requirements are extensive. Butthe U.S. is.not asking for exclusive use of all of Tinian. Furthermore,

Ambassador Williams wishes to state categorically that the U.S. Government has no plans whatever to

give the U.S. military responsibility for the civil administration of Tinian, as alleged in recent news

reports.

Chairman Pangelinan emphasized • that the Marianas Political Status Commission includes two

representatives of Tinian. He stated that all fifteen members of the Commission are determined to

represent and protect the interest of all the people of the Marianas, including the people of Tinian, in

their status negotiations.

Both the Marianas Political Status Commission and the U.S. Delegatio n are committed to undertake
full consultation with the people of Tinian before any final.decisions or agreements are made regarding

:the use of land on Tinian for military purposes. After this matter has been fuliy discussed in these

negotiations, representatives of the Commission and the U.S. Delegation will schedule appropriate

meetings with the people of Tinian to.disclose these plans in detail and solicit their views.

JOINT PRESS RELEASE May 19, 1973

Ambassador Haydn Williams and Senator Edward Pangelinan, Chairmen respectively of the American

and Marianas Delegations, both expressed today satisfaction with the progress that had been made

during the past week: in the five working sessions of the two delegations. The twice-a-day meetings

involving long hours of free questioning and. frank exchange with full participation on both sides have

produced so far, according to the two Chairmen, a clearer understanding of each other's positions on a

number of substantive issues relating to status. The agenda and all of the working discussions to date
have been centered on the •essential elements and the basic nature of the political relationship between

the United States and the Marianas. Recent sessions haye concentrated on such topics within this

heading as the source of political status, the degree of internal autonomy or self-government, the
applicability of the U.S. 'Constitution and U.S. laws, national security and foreign affairs, representation

in Washington, citizenship and nationality, the federal judicial system, and features of a Marianas
constitution.

A meeting of a special subpanel of legal experts from both sides was called for'_oday to explore

"further various technical questions and the application of federal legislation and t_s. Tomorrow
afternoon the Marianas Delegation will be the guests of the American side at a late afternoon picnic on

Managaha Island. The next working session of the two delegations will be held Monday at 10 a.m.



JOINT PRESS RELEASE May 23, 1973

' Senator Edward Pangelinan and Ambassador Haydn ,Williams, Chairmen respectively of the Marianas

i and American Delegations to the Marianas status talks, said today their delegations have reached broad

preliminary understanding on most aspects of the Marianas-U.S. political relationship envisaged under a

commonwealth arrangement for the Marianas.

They indicated that at this early stage of deliberations the main effort has been to highlight areas of

tentative agreement and to identify technical questions requiring further study and discussion, rather

than to explore the p_'ecise language of an ultimate status agreement.

In describing the preliminary nature of their understandings, Senator Pangelinan and the Ambassador

reiterated that, in any case, the instrument of agreement emerging from this and possible future

negotiating rounds will have to be approved by the Marianas District Legislature, the people of the

Marianas, and the U.S. Congress. The two Chairmen believe, nonetheless, that the present considerable

degree of understanding on the fundamentals of the political relationship provides an excellent

foundation for a subsequent instrument of agreement.

The two Chairmen indicated that preliminary agreement had been reached on a commonwealth

relationship which will vest sovereignty over the Marianas in the United States Government under a
territorial relationship and permit maximum Marianas control over Iocai affairs. This would be

accomplished under a locally-drafted, locally-approved constitution providing for a bill of rights,

separation of power:z, and a popularly elected chief executive. There are also the following additional

tentative understandings: the U.S. Government will have responsibility for defense and foreign affairs,

though the federal government will welcome the advice of the Marianas on international matters directly

affecting the islanc:s. Moreover, the U.S. will support the Marianas' membership in regional or

international organi2ations concerned with economic, cultural, or Comparable areas of interest which

permit representation from constituent parts of a political family. While the judicial systems of the

Marianas and the U.S. will be compatible and consistent with federal law, the Marianas will have the

right to establish local courts for purely Ipcal matters. The two sides will explore a common approach to

i the U.S. Congress regarding the nature of the Marianas' representation in Washington.

I The two delegations are agreed-that further joint study is necessary on the applicability to the
i Marianas of specific U.S. laws, the precise extent of self-government to be exercised by the Marianas

i under the U.S. Constitution and relevant federal legislation, and the status to be accorded those residents
1 of the Marianas who might not wish to become American citizens. Subpanels of lawyers from the two

delegations have already begun a useful exploration of these largely technical ma,tters and will continue
their deliberations during the course of the present talks and subsequently in Washington.

The two Chairmen noted that the area of understanding on the basic structure of the political
relationship is sufficiently broad to warrant the delegations' moving now to consideration of such Other

major agenda items as economics and finance, land, and transition.

JOINT PRESS RELI_'ASE May 29, 1973

Senator Edward Pangelinan and Ambassador Haydn Williams, Chairmen respectively of the Marianas

and American Delegations to" the Marianas status talks, said today their delegations have reached

; preliminary understandings on certain important financial aspects of the proposed commonwealth'{

i arrangement for the Marianas announced last Week.

I According to the two Chairmen, the delegations have devoted several working sessions to a careful
i examination of the financial needs of the Marianas under the proposed new self-governing

'i commonwealth arrangement. These informal sessions have concentrated upon identifying broad areas for
I tentative agreement and further study rather than upon budgetary details and specific dollar figures.t

,';I Senator Pangelinan and Ambassador Williams stated that the delegations are generally agreed on
the

I long-term economic objectives set forth by the Marianas Political Status Commission. These objectives'l

ii are aimed at finding the resources: (1) to facilitate an orderly transition; (2) to build toward an adequate
' social and economic infrastructure; (3) to provide necessary public services and programs; and (4) to find

!I adequate means to encourage and promote the future economic development of the Marianas.,j
}
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The two delegations have agreed that the long-range economic goal for the new Commonwealth of the

Marianas is self-sufficiency. In this connection the Marianas Commission has already recognized that the
citizens of the Marianas will be undertaking an increasing share of the financial responsibilities of
self-government as they begin to enjoy an improved standard of living and increased income. Under the

terms of the final agreement to be negotiated between the Marianas and the United States, the United

States will assume certain obligations to provide budgetary support and economic assistance to the

Marianas until the people and the government of the Marianas can meet the financial responsibilities of

self-government from their own resources.

The Chairmen of the two delegations indicated that much of the discussion in this area centered on

- the estimated financial needs of the Marianas during an initial planning period and a longer period during

which the plans are to be implemented and the Marianas would be expected to make a major jump

toward self-sufficienc_/. By the end of this second phase, it is hoped that the standard of living in

Marianas should be at an acceptable level'and the base for long-term growth and development should be
firmly established.

The two delegations discussed the initial planning stage including such matters as the need for a land

cadastral program for the Marianas, preparation of a physical plan, a government reorganization plan, an

economic and social development plan, and legal planning in such areas as political education,

preparation for a Constitutional Convention, and development of initial legislative programs. The United
States will agree in principle to finance this planning effort, subject to the outcome of a joint review of

such questions as timing, the range of activities contemplated and funding procedures.

In addition to the normal range of federal programs for which the new Marianas Government might

become eligible, the two delegations have agreed that direct grants of financial support from the United

States will be necessary. Because of the importance of long-term development planning and controlled

growth, the United States is prepared to agree, subject to the approval of the United States Congress, to

provide financial support over an initial period of years at guaranteed fixed levels. Although the exact

framework of this financial commitment remains to be determined, the two delegations have agreed to
explore this further.

The two Chairmen stated that it was not possible at this time to provide any reliable estimates

regarding the level of annual financial requirements which might be necessary for the new
Commonwealth to achieve self-sufficiency. Before such estimates can be developed, further joint study is
required regarding the needs of the Marianas and their anticipated revenues. Although these matters have
been preliminarily discussed in the recent working sessions, much more work must be completed before
the total extent of Marianas needs as well as anticipated resources can be estimated. In thisconnection,

the proposed military activities for the Marianas, especially in Tinian, could have substantial impact
upon the anticipated income and revenues of the new Marianas Government.

The two Chairmen agreed that a joint working committee on economics and finance will review

detailed plans and cost estimates regarding the planning phase and the needs and anticipated revenues of

the Marianas under the: implementation phase to follow. It will also make estimates of the impact on the

Marianas of U.S. programs, including military programs. Special attention will be paid to finding means

to implement a comprehensive cadastral program in the Marianas assoon as possible. The joint working

committee will report to the respective delegations prior to the next session of the negotiations.

Having arrived at these preliminary understandings in the area of economics and finance, the parties

are now proceeding to discuss the next major agenda item in these negotiations, the subject of land.

5
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CLOSING STATEMENT BY AMBASSADOR WILLIAMS

CLOSING PLENARY SESSION - JUNE 4, 1973

Senator Pangelinan, members of the Marianas Political Status Commission, honored guests, ladies and

gentlemen:

Three weeks ago our delegations sat down together to begin the serious and important task of laying

the foundation for a political union between the Marianas andthe United States which the people of the

Marianas have repeatedly told the United States and the world they desire. As we recess the talks today,

I think we can take great satisfaction from knowing that our time together has been well spent, that we

have accomplished the goal we set for ourselves in this round of discussions.

i We agreed at the outset that our aim would be to reach preliminary understandings on the
i fundamentals of the Marianas-U.S. relationship. Througfl serious and businesslike, but always cordial,

discussions we have achieved preliminary agreement in principle on all the major aspects of our future

relationship, as the joint communique we are releasing today bears witness.

Both sides entered these talks in a spirit of mutual trust and with common objectives. It is thus not

surprising that as each major agenda item was introduced we were able to ident fy .qu ck y substantial

areas of agreement. Our searching discussions, freely participated in by all members of both delegations,

illuminated further areas of understanding and, as expected, highlighted specific questions of some

technical complexity requiring further detailed joint inquiry by subpanels from our delegations.

It is only in a formal and narrowly technical sense that we are recessing the talks today. Members of

the American Delegation are leaving Saipan to be reunited with their families, and those of you sitting

opposite me in the Marianas Political Status Commission are looking forward to a well-deserved respite

i from intensive labors of almost six weeks. We hope to meet again as soon as possible.your

i Meanwhile, howeverl serious discussion and refinement of issues germane to these negotiations will go
!1 forward in technical _evel talks both here and in Washington. The jointcommunique notes that we have

i established joint working groups toconsider questions relating to the political relationship, economics
and finance, and land, and have sketched out their immediate tasks. These working groups will consult

i i intensively in the months ahead to ensure that the next meeting of our full delegations will bring further

i substantial progress toward final decisions on the formal status agreement which now seems clearly inprospect.

_ I think there is. little that "1 need add at this time about the nature of our understandings we have
t
i achieved in this series of meetings. As the talks progressed our two delegations made a conscientious

effort to keep the people of the Marianas abreast of developments through a series of joint press releases.

Today's joint communique, a somewhat lengthier and more detailed document than is perhaps usually

issued on such occasions, is a further attempt to give an accurate account of where our discussions are

leading--a matter of prime importance to all the people of these islands. In the final analysis, it is the

people of the Marianas who will endorse or reject'the fruits of our negotiating efforts.

Throughout these deliberations both delegations recognized that we were discussing matters which
could affect to one degree or another the lives and future prospects of not only the presentbut indeed

tl_e future generations of the Marianas. If we have been sobered by the responsibility this lays upon us,

we have. also been inspired by the belief that through thoughtful and wise endeavor we can build an
enduring structure which the people of the Marianas will enjoy in common with other members of the

American political family. We do this in the belief that while' man may not be the measure of all things

under the universe, on earth he and his aspirations for liberty, justice, and equal opportunity are the
legitimate concerns of government authority of which we form a part.

When I return to Washington. I shall brief key leaders in the Federal Government's executive and
legislative branches on the nature of our discussions here and on the understandingswe have reached. I

expect to tell them that during this visit to the Marianas, the American Delegation was impressed anew

by indications on every hand that the people and leaders of these islands are inspired and motivated by

the same human values that move and direct the American people. I expect to tell them, too, that the

people of the Marianas look forward to taking their place in the American family, conscious of the

responsibilities which will devolve upon them, but confident of the contribution whichtheir ancient

: culture and yet youthful population will make to ;the larger family. In Washington there is, as you know,



w .....

abundant good will for the Marianas. There is no doubt that our successful labors will be widely
welcomed there.

I wish to pay grateful tribute, on behalf of myself and the entire American Delegation, to the warm

friendChip and gracious hospitality which members of the Marianas Political Status Commission and

private citizens of these islands have extended to us the past three weeks. We remembered the largeness

of your hearts from previous visits here. We greatly appreciate the renewed evidence of your kindness

and consideration for visitors in your midst.

Senator Pangelinan, in closing I pledge my delegation to continue to work conscientiously with the
] members of the Marianas Political Status Commission to complete expeditiously the historic work which

• _ has so well begun here in Saipan these last three weeks. Our final goal is clear. Let us continue to move

steadfastly toward its full realization.

CLOSING STATEMENT BY SENATOR PANGELINAN

On the occasion of this closing plenary session, I would like to thank the members of the Marianas

Political Status Commission for their total dedication to the work of this Commission. I said in my

opening remarks on May 15 that each member of this Commission approaches this assignment with a full
sense of personal responsibility and I believe that our achievements to date bear this out.

The members have worked for more than five weeks on a full time basis (including many weekend

meetings) during this session; they have read mountains of papers; they have discussed difficult subjects

thoroughly and wisely, and through all this they have kept their sense of humor. I feel it is a great

personal honor to be the Chairman of such a Commission - and I want each of them to know publicly

of my appreciation for their work and loyalty.

On behalf of the Commission, I would like also to thank the U.S. Delegation for the spirit with which

they approached these negotiations.
These discussions have been marked by both thorough preparation and free discussion, and I hope

that we can continue to conduct our business in the future along these same lines. The Commission has

especially welcomed the opportunity to explore these important subjects in informal working sessions,

where both delegations have felt free to express themselves fully.
The Commission shares your views, Mr. Ambassador, that this session of negotiations has been very

o

successful. The Joint Communique, we believe, shows how far we have come in the last three weeks.

The Commission recognizes, as does the U.S. Delegation, that we have a long and difficult job ahead

before our mutual objective is attained. Because of our work to date, however, the members of this

Commission' are optimistic about the future and look forward eagerly to our next session of

negotiations.

As you are about to leave Saipan to join your families and loved ones, we wish you a safe and
enjoyable trip back home.

JOINT COMMUNIQUE

From May 15 to June 4, 1973, the Marianas Political Status Commission and the President's Personal

Representative met in Saipan for negotiations aimed at achieving political union between the Mariana
Islands and the United States of America.

The meeting consisted of public plenary opening and closing sessions, several working sessions, and

meetings of subpanels of advisers on technical matters. The two sides recognize that any final agreement

emerging from these and future sessions of negotiations will have to be approved by the Marianas

District Legislature, the people of the Marianas in a plebiscite, and the United States Congress. The

delegations attempted during those discussions to arrive at preliminary agreements where possible and to
identify technical questions requiring further study by smaller panels of experts. There was no attempt

to agree on precise language for formal agreement. However, both delegations believe their working
sessions have resulted in substantial progress in that preliminary agreements were reached in broad areas.

The discussions dealt with the nature of the future political relationship, United States economic and

financial assistance, and land matters including United States land requirements. The tentative

agreements are set forth below:

7
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The Nature of the Political Relationship

1. The future political relationship between the Marianas and the United States would take the form

of a commonwealth arrangement, as defined by a formal political status agreement. Under this

agreement, the future Marianas Government would exercise a maximum amount of self-government

• consistent with relevant portions of the United States Constitution and federal law. Sovereignty over the
Marianas would be vested in the United States.

2. Fundamental provisions of the formal agreement establishing the commonwealth relationship

: ! would be subject to modification only by mutual consent. The parties have agreed to explore alternative
methods to implement this mutual consent requirement.

!If 3. Article IV, section 3, clause 2 of the United States Constitution would apply to the future political
relationship between the Marianas and the United States, subject to the two delegations arriving at an

acceptable arrangement under which modification of fundamental provisions of the formal agreementJ

establishing the commonwealth relationship is made only by mutual consent and subject further to the

,_ reservation of the Marianas Political Status Commission that it will explore means to reconcile the

plenary powers of Congress under Article IV, section 3, clause 2 with the exercise by the Commonwealth

of the Marianas of maximum self-government with respect to internal affairs.
4. The future Marianas Government would be established under a constitution of the Marianas. This

constitution would be drafted by a local constitutional convention and would be subject to the approval

of the people of the Marianas. The Marianas Constitution would include a bill of rights and provide for

the separation of powers and a popularly elected chief executive. The Marianas Constitution, as initially

drafted and approved by the people of the Marianas, would be subject to approval by the United States

Congress for consistency with the relevant provisions of the United States Constitution, legislation

establishing the commonwealth arrangement, and any other relevant federal legislation. Constitutional

amendments would not require approval by the United States Government, although federal courts

would be competent 1:o pass on the consistency of such amendments with relevant provisions of the

{ United States Constitution and of federal law.

5. The United States would have responsibility for and complete authority in the fields of defense

and foreign affairs. In this regard, the advice of the future commonwealth government on international

matters directly affecting the islands would be considered by the United States Government and the
i i

United States would support the membership of the Marianas in regional or other international
organizations concerned with economic, cultural, or comparable matters of concern to the Marianas to

the extent such organi;,.ations permit such representation. The Marianas would also be able to establish

offices abroad to promote local tourism or other economic or cultural interests.

6. With respect to judicial matters, the new Marianas Commonwealthwould have the right to establish

local courts to handle cases arising under local law. The operation of these courts, if established, would

be compatible with the federal court system and consistent with applicable federal law. The jurisdiction
of the United States District Court in the Marianas would be at least the same in the Marianas as it would

in a state.

7. Recognizing that the question of Marianas representation in the United States Congress is
ultimately a matter for decision by that body, the United States delegation has agreed to support a

request by the Marianas for its own non-voting delegate in Congress. The parties have agreed to explore a

common approach to _he United States Congress on this subject.

} 8. Article IV, section 2, clause 1 of the United States Constitution relating to "privileges and

.I immunities" would apply in the Marianas, subject to appropriate limitation in the formal statusI
} agreement to assure that the ability of the future Marianas Government to preserve control of the land
t

i of the Marianas in the hands of Marianas citizens will not be compromised. Citizens of the Marianas

I would be entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in the several states. Article IV, section 1 of
i the United States Constitution relating to "full faith and credit" would apply with respect to the

Marianas as if it were a state. The requirements in the United States Constitution of indictment by grand
i jury and of a jury trial in civil cases need not be made applicable in the Marianas. The Marianas Political
I Status Commission will study further which additional provisions of the United States Constitution:!

't should be made expressly applicable in the Marianas.
i
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9. Marianas residents would have the opportunity of becoming United States citizens. The parties

have agreed to study further, through a joint working group of lawyers, the status to be accorded those
residents of the Marianas who might not wish to become American citizens.

10. There would be continuing dialogue after establishment of the commonwealth, on the needs and

interests of the Marianas. The parties have agreed to discuss, at a later stage in the negotiations, whether

to provide for formal periodic review of all aspects of the relationship between the Marianas and the
" United States.

11. The question of whether certain major areas of federal legislation will apply in the Marianas may

be dealt with explicitly/ in the formal agreement establishing the future political status of the Marianas.

These areas include taxes, immigration, customs, banking, social security, maritime laws, labor standards,

and the postal service. The parties have agreed that the joint working group of lawyers will study federal
laws in these and other areas to determine whether and how their application in the Marianas should be

circumscribed by the formal status agreement and whether that agreement might provide generally for

resolving questions as to the applicability of future federal laws in the Marianas.
12. At some future date a joint commission would be established to study and make

recommendations on 1:he applicability in the Marianas of the large body of federal legislation and

regulations which will not be specifically addressed in the formal status agreement.

Economics and Finance

1. The objectives of a long-term economic development program for the Marianas should be:
a. to facilitate an orderly transition to the new political status;
b. to build toward an adequate social and economic infrastructure;

c. to provide necessary public services and programs; and
d. to encourage and to promote the future economic development of the Marianas.

The United States is agreed in principle to assist the Marianas in the attainment of these objectives in

order to achieve the ultimate goals of raising significantly the per capita income of the people of the
Marianas and moving the Marianas progressively toward economic Self-sufficiency.

2. The accomplishment of the above objectives will require systematic long-range planning to identify

specific economic priorities and evaluate financial needs and potential local sources of revenue

(particularly as they may be substantially affected by proposed military activities:in the Marianas) in

order to develop estimates of the quantum of financial support from the United States which might be

necessary for the new Commonwealthto achieve self-sufficiency.

3. The two delegations discussed such a preliminary planning effort including such matters as land

cadastral program for the Marianas, preparation of a physical plan, a government reorganization plan, an
economic and social development plan, and legal planning in such areas as political education,

preparation for a Constitutional Convention, and development of initial legislative programs. The United

States will agree in principle to finance this planning effort, subject to the outcome of a review of such

questions as timing, the range of activities contemplated and funding procedures, to be undertaken by a

joint working group on economics and finance.
4. The parties have agreed that special attention will be paid to finding means to implement a land

cadastrat survey program in the Marianas as soon as possible.

5. The parties are agreed in principle on the need for United States financial assistance for capital

improvement programs, for start-up costs associated with the new Commonwealth and for government

operations and programs until the people and the government of the Marianas can meet the financial

responsibilities of self-government from their own resources. Although the United States believes that

long-term support for _:heMarianas can best be assured by the extension of appropriate federal programs
and services to the Marianas and by direct grants approved annually through the normal federal

budgetary process, the United States is prepared to agree, subject to the approval of the United States

Congress, to provide financial support over an initial period of years at guaranteed fixed levels, in
addition to the normal range of federal programs for which the new Marianas Governmentmight become

eligible. The parties have agreed to explore the exact framework through which such a commitment can

be implemented.

9
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6. Reliable estimates of the levels of required United States financial assistance cannot be determined

until after further study of the needs of the Marianas and their anticipated revenues. Although the

extensive preliminary planning efforts discussed above will address these subjects in greater detail, the

parties have agreed that the joint working group on economics and finance referred to above, will study

specific questions relating to the long-term financial requirements of the Marianas, including the

following:
a. the likely nature and extent of internal revenues in the Marianas;
b. the impact on anticipated revenues of current United States plans for construction and operation

of military facilities in the Marianas;

c. the impact on anticipated revenues of foreseeable growth in the economy of the Marianas;
d. the capital improvement needs and economic development goals of the Marianas;
e. the costs of government operations and programs in the Marianas; and

f. the amount of federal funds that could be made available to the Marianas through certain current
federal programs available to the states and territories.

[

'i
Future Uses of Land in the Marianas

_J
! 1. The two delegations devoted several meetings to discussion of the question of land and concluded

i that a firm basis for furZher progress in this important substantive area had been established. Both sides

*'j agreed that it has been possible to develop meaningful understanding as to the significant principles

i involved although a number of important questions still remain to be resolved in future discussions.

i 2. With regard to public land, the United States reiterated its prior commitment to return to the
people of the Marianas the land now held in public trust just as soon as questions of a legal, technical,i

! i administrative and timing nature can be resolved. These are now being examined as part of a larger study, of the early return of public land in all the districts of Micronesia. If that study is delayed, priorityii
! I attention will be given to the Marianas.

i! 3. The United States agreed to work with the Marianas Political Status Commission to establish an
effective means for preventing land in the Marianas from being alienated to persons not of Marianas'i

i ancestry.
_! 4. With regard to United States military land requirements, the Marianas Political Status Commission

, ! again acknowledged the oft-stated U.nited States need for land in the Marianas for defense purposes and

_i agreed to negotiate with the United States in good faith on meeting that need, The United States agreed
!i to approach the matter in the same spirit. The Marianas Political Status Commission: agreed in principle

i i to make land available to the United States, with the question of the extent of such'land and the terms
i i under which it is to be made available still to be negotiated.
'_ 5. The Marianas Political Status Commission agreed in principle that a small, uninhabited and

I i inaccessible island could be made available as a United States target area, as Farallon de Medinilla is now

being used. The United States would continue its joint use of Isley Field on Saipan. Other needs are still
!t under discussion.

i l 6. It was the understanding of both delegations that the Marianas Political Status Commission wouldi be prepared to negotiate with respect to that portion of Tinian required by the United States for

i i military purposes. In this connection, means would have to be found to assure that social an_l economic1t, conditions evolve in a manner compatible with the mutual interests of both the civilian and military
communities.

7. During the forthcoming recess in formal talks between the two delegations, further discussions will

be held at a technical level to clarify and refine the United States proposals in detail. In this connection,

the United States has agreed to further examine its proposals for military land requirements in the light

of the comments of the Marianas Political Status Commission, Similarly the Marianas Political Status

' Commission has agreed to give further consideration to the United States military land proposals.

8. The United States will send a small group of engineers to the Marianas to make necessary

i preliminary on-the-spol: surveys. These actions are necessary in order to facilitate the planning process.

; In this regard, the United States offered assurances that it has no intention of taking further action to

i implement its military land proposals so long as this matter is still under negotiation with the Marianas

J Political Status Commission.

i
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9. The parties agreed to establish a consultative group to discuss the detailed plans for military and

related land use in the Marianas as thev_are developed and to consult with the people directly affected

by those plans. The people of Tinian will be represented in such a group.

Future Meetings

The Chairman of the Marianas Political Status Commission and the President's .Personal

Representative agreed that the two delegations would meet again to pursue all of these matters further as

soon as possible, probably in the late summer or early fall. Meanwhile talks will continue at the technical

bevelon the subjects indicated above.

Date: June 4, 1973

Edwar_ DLG, Pangelinan _ Fr'a_lin_Haydnwi_i_
Chairman, Marianas Political The President'syers_nal Representative

Status Con_ssion for Marianas _ Negotiations

Marianas Political Status Commission United States Delegation

Mr Edward DLG. Pangelinan, Chairman Ambassador Franklin Haydn Williams,

Mr Vicente N. Santos, Vice-Chairman The President's Personal Representative

Mr Olympio T. Borja Mr. James M. Wilson, Jr.
Mr Vicente T. Camacho Captain William J. Crowe, Jr., USN

Mr Herman Q. Guerrero
Mr Francisco A. Hocog Advisors

Mr Benjamin Manglona

Mr Herman Manglona Mr. John Dorrance
Mr. Daniel T. Muna Mr. Adrian de Graffenried

Mr, Francisco T. !_alacios Mr. Thomas Johnson

Mr. Joaguin I. Pangelinan Colonel William Kenty
Mr, Felix Rabauliman Mr. Harman E. Kirby

Mr, Felipe A, Salas Mr. Herman Marcuse
Mr, Joannes R. Taimanao Colonel James P. McCarthy

Mr. Jose C. Tenorio Mr. James P. Samaritano

Colonel Athol M. Smith

Staff and Consultants Miss Mary Vance Trent

Mr. Thomas Whittington

Mr. Howard P, Willens

Mr. Jay F. Lapin
Mr. James Leonard

Mr. James E. White
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